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Introduction

This document highlights the latest Catalogue Title Releases, Features & Improvements to
the ‘O� the Shelf’ Learning Libraries. For this release, we have 2 new modules for release into
our Health Library, along with continued updates to the Financial Services sector.

New Releases
New additions to our Catalogues

Fundamentals of Diabetes [Health]

Diabetes is a lifelong condition that requires daily monitoring and regular treatment. We
designed this module for those working in the healthcare industry or those who need to be
aware of the condition, whether that’s in hospitality, retail, or even social care. Taking an
holistic approach, the module will look at what diabetes is and how those living with the
condition treat and manage it on a daily basis. The module is also CPD Certified and should
take approximately 35 minutes to complete along with the assessment at the end.
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Scabies [Health]

This informational module on Scabies was designed to aid those in the Health or Care sector.
Using case studies and video content, this module aims to make the learner familiar with
what causes scabies, how you can spot it and how best to deal with it. It takes approximately
15 minutes to complete, with knowledge checks throughout. This module is also CPD certified.

Module Refreshes
We've updated some modules to suit your needs and to comply with the most up to date
framework available

CASS: An Overview [Financial Services]

This module has gone through a refresh to update sections with new content such as ‘CASS
Requirements’ while removing outdated content such as CF10a Function. We’ve also updated
terminology and revisited the assessment to give learners the opportunity to test their
knowledge with additional assessment questions.
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Improvements & Fixes
We've made some changes to improve courses for our customers. We constantly evaluate
terminology, legal requirements and a range of important conditions that improve overall
learning experience. The most notable ones below:

Financial Services Updates

We’ve improved and updated the below modules by updating terminology and legislative
changes and ensuring all graphical elements are correctly presented. We’ve redefined the
assessment sections of our Financial Services modules to allow users to test their knowledge
with additional assessment questions

● CASS 1 and 1A
● CASS 3

Wrap it Up

Recap
To recap on this product release; we’ve released 2 NEW Modules, Refreshed 1 module and
updated or improved 2 existing modules impacting the learner experience of our Financial
Services Library.

Future developments

At Learning Pool, we continuously work to improve our products and ensure our customers
are getting the best service we can o�er. To check out our plans for Future Developments for
our ‘O� the shelf’ Library content, view our Learning Libraries Roadmap.
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